Abstract-A scalar volume V = {(x,fix)) I x B R} is described by a functionfix) defined over some region R of the 3D space. In this paper, we present a simple technique for rendering multiscale interval sets of the form &(a, b) = ((x,fs(x)) I a I gs(x) I b}, where a and b are either real numbers or infinities, andfs(x) is a smoothed version offix). At each scale s, the constraint a 5 gs(x) I b identifies a subvolume in which the mot significant variations of V are found. We use dyadic wavelet transform to construct g,(x) fromfix) and derive subvolumes with the following attractive properties: 1) the information contained in the subvolumes are sUMicient for reconstructing the entire V, and 2) the shapes of the subvolumes provide a hierarchical description of the geometric structures of V. Numerically, the reconstruction in 1) is only an approximation, but it is visually accurate as errors reside at fine scales where our visual sensitivity is not so acute. We triangulate interval sets as a-shapes, which can be efficiently rendered as semi-transparent clouds. Because interval sets are extracted in the object space, their visual display can respond to changes of the view point or transfer function quite fast. The result is a volume rendering technique that provides faster, more effective user interaction with practically no loss of information from the original data. The hierarchical nature of multiscale interval sets also makes it easier to understand the usual complicated structures in scalar volumes.
I. INTRODUCTION
CALAR volume visualization is a collection of techniques for S visualizing a functionflx) defined over some region R of the 3D space. One approach to visualizing scalar volumes is to draw an isosulface S , = { x I flx) = c ) . A drawback of this approach is that isosurface drawing conveys only limited information. Another approach, commonly referred to as direct volume rendering, is to display the volume V = { (x, Ax)) I x E R ) as a threedimensional RGBA (color and opacity) cloud. Since the entire volume contributes to the final image, direct volume rendering is not subject to the limitation of isosurfaces. However, because this approach requires rather complex computations, highquality renderings with sophisticated volume illumination models and accurate RGBA projections are still far from interactive.
In some of our earlier work, we introduced interval sets as a volume rendering technique generalizing isosurface extraction are either real numbers or infinities. At each scale s, fs(x) is a smoothed version offlx), whereas g,(x) is chosen so that the constraint a 5 gs(x) I b identifies a subvolume in which the most significant variations of V are found. Extracting multiscale interval sets offer some important benefits, including 0
It is sets
Faster user interactions: User interactions are important for understanding volume data-partly because of the cloudy appearance of RGBA projections. Extracting interval sets in the object space reduces the primitives to be rendered, thereby accelerating the responses of the graphics display to changes of the view point (and transfer functions; see below). By carefully choosing the constraint a I g,(x) I b, we can make multiscale interval sets small yet critical in that they are sufficient for reconstructing V. The reconstruction is a numerical approximation that is visually accurate. We triangulate interval sets as a-shapes [2], [3] to achieve efficient rendering through tetrahedron projection [4], [51, [61. A hierarchical description of geometric structures:
An important objective in volume visualization is to understand the geometric structures in scalar volumes (e.g., boundaries of objects in an engine block CT scan). Multiscale interval sets provide a hierarchical description of such structures and make them easier to comprehend. The interval sets we derive form small neighborhoods around multiscale edges, which are widely used in computer vision for detecting structures [7] . Rendering interval sets is a powerful way to "see" the structures discovered through edge detections. worthwhile to note that by constructing multiscale interval according to structures, we implicitly assume that V describes some structured object; our technique will not be effective if V consists of random voxels. Needless to say, the output size of this structure-based approach (and the rendering speed) depends on the complexity of the structures.
As an alternative to extracting interval set as a-shapes, we can also use direct volume rendering techniques with gs(x) incorporated into the transfer function [SI. However, this will complicate any subsequent change of the transfer function, which is usually defined in terms of Ax). In fact, classifying volume data according to a transfer function is a rather slow preprocessing step in direct volume rendering; extracting a-shapes reduces the computation needed for the transfer function by limiting classification to segmented subvolumes.
An incomplete (due to space limit) description of parts of Sections IV and V has appeared in [l], which introduces inter-Val sets by generalizing isosurface extraction and demonstrates their use in packing various volumes. The present discussion provides a complete coverage of these parts while regarding them as components of a multiscale model. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reviewing previous work in Section 11, we describe segmentations of critical subvolumes in Section 111. Then we discuss tetrahedral packing of interval sets in Section IV. In Section V, we present a technique for efficient depth-sort of the tetrahedra within an interval set. Finally, we conclude in Section VI with expepimental results, some analysis of the limitations of our method, and a few suggestions for future work.
PREVIOUS WORK
The two main approaches for visualizing 3D scalar volumes are isosurface extraction and direct volume rendering. Isosurface methods [9] , [IO] , [ l l ] construct polygon meshes in the object space, making it possible for the graphics display to respond quickly to the view point change. This makes isosurface approach well suited for an interactive environment.
Direct volume rendering displays the entire scalar volume by mapping the scalar values to pixel contributions without first creating intermediate geometric representations. Generally speaking, direct volume rendering tends to be much slower than isosurfaces drawing, and the image must be largely recalculated as the view point changes.
The main techniques for direct volume rendering are ray casting, data projection, and Fourier volume rendering. Ray casting (e.g., see [SI) generates high-quality images but takes some minutes. Data projection methods include splatting, cell projection, and resamplinig-compositing. The hierarchical splatting method by Laur and Hanrahan achieves In some earlier work, Muraki applied wavelet transforms to volume data to achieve compact approximations [19] . For raycasting volume data, Westermann demonstrated how to work with wavelet coefficients directly so that large volumes can be rendered with reasonable penalty in time [20] . More recently, Muraki proposed a difference-of-Gaussians (DOG) wavelet for exposing the multiscale edges in a volume [21] . On the positive side, DOG wavelet is spherically symmetric and thus beneficial to some data projection methods (e.g., splatting). On the negative side, approximating volume data with DOG wavelet requires an expensive iterative process; to achieve the same goal with derivative wavelets, a single wavelet projection suffices. See Fig. 1 . 
m. SEGMENTATION OF CRITICAL SUBVOLUMES
In this section we describe a volume rendering model based on subvolumes surrounding multiscale edges. We first locate the wavelet modulus maxima in a volume and then use these maxima to derive the desired subvolumes as multiscale interval sets.
A. Discrete Dyadic Wavelet Transforms
Before starting, we introduce a few concepts and notations related to wavelets. Here it is assumed that the reader is familiar with Fourier and wavelet transforms; please refer to [22] for a self-contained introduction to both Fourier and wavelet transforms. For more advanced materials, see [23] , [24] .
Let L2(R3) be the vector space of square-integrable 3D functions, In L2(R3), we can define various transforms, among them a familiar one is the Fourier transform. For a function Ax) E L2(R3), its Fourier transform is j(w) = JR3 f(x)e-'" 'dx , where w . x is the dot product of two vectors and the integration takes place on the entire 3D space R3. 
The function f *@x) contains no details finer than resolution 2' , setting our finest scale to 1. In general, f*$2J (x) describesflx) to the scale 2' , and the details between scales 1 and 2' can be recovered from {f*yi,(x),f*yi,(~),f*yi,(x)Il I j I J } .
This is clear from the frequency domain energy equation
Thus we have obtained the discrete dyadic wavelet transof the function Ax). Next, we use this transform to segment critical subvolumes.
form if* $21 f*w:
B. Structure and Data Compression
Wavelet transforms offer two benefits: structures and data compression-both are related to the concept of multiscale edges [7] . The edges of a functionxx) at scale s are the sharp variations of the convolution f * Bs(x), where the smoothing function e(x) can be any function whose average jR3 B(x)dx = 1 (one such function is a Gaussian). Because the small fluctuations of Ax) are removed in f * e,(x), the sharp variations off * €J,(x) correspond to those offix) at scale s. These sharp variations are not isolated; they form surfaces (so we are really talking about multiscale surfaces rather than edges). While the function value Ax) varies smoothly on these surfaces, it changes abruptly across them. For this reason, multiscale edges reveal the geometric structure of the underlying volume.
One way to locate the sharp variations in a scalar volume is to detect gradient extrema. A point x is a gradient extremum if the magnitude of the gradient V(f*O,) attains a local extremum at x along the direction defined by V(f*e,)(x). When e(x) is a Gaussian, detecting gradient extrema leads to the Canny edges [25] . It is important to note that a gradient extremum can be either a maximum or minimum: Maxima correspond to sharp variations whereas minima correspond to slow variations (called phantom edges [26] ). The multiscale edges we seek correspond to gradient maxima.
Using derivative wavelets, we can make a wavelet transform act like a gradient operator. Suppose that we have three derivative wavelets
The gradient V(f * e,)(x) is related to the wavelet transform of Ax) as follows:
Because of this relation, we can obtain the gradient maxima at scale s as those of the wavelet maxima at the same scale. Furthermore, the wavelet modulus is usually significant only in a small neighborhood of the wavelet maxima. These properties of wavelet transforms make them very effective for exposing the structures in volumes. In Fig. 1 , we use an example to demonstrate the relationship between wavelet transforms and wavelet maxima.
Wavelet transforms not only expose structures, but also compress the data in a volume to its multiscale edges. Marr has long conjectured that multiscale edges uniquely characterize 2D images [7] . On the one hand, Meyer has found counter examples to this conjecture [24] . On the other hand, Mallat and Zhong have developed a successful approximate algorithm for reconstructing an image from its wavelet maxima [27] . This algorithm reconstructs an image that visually matches the original-the reconstructed image differs from the original mostly at fine scales where our visual sensitivity is low. Since a scalar volume is nothing but a 3D image, a straightforward extension of the Mallat-Zhong algorithm can reconstruct scalar volumes from their wavelet maxima. In Fig. 2 , we compare a scalar volume with its reconstruction from wavelet maxima. To make the comparison of the visual quality as objective as possible, we have experimented with several volume rendering packages. Fig. 2 is a typical result, obtained using a data set and volume render that are widely available, with the render generally considered to produce high quality images [ 161.
The ability to reconstruct the volume V = { (x, Ax)) I x E R } from its wavelet maxima implies that it is the behaviors of Ax) near the wavelet maxima that practically determine V. At any abscissae ~0 of a wavelet maximum, the reconstruction requires the values f*y:(xo), f * y : ( x o ) , f * y : ( x 0 ) , which can be inferred from the knowledge off * 6,(x) in an arbitrarily small neighborhood of ~0 .
To understand V, information offix) in arbitrarily small subvolumes surrounding the wavelet maxima surfaces suffices.
C. Wavelet Maxima ''Thick" Surfaces
The above discussions lead to the following multiscale model for visualizing the volume V = { (x, Ax)) I x E R } . At scale s, we
&(x) = (f* 6,)(x) and the constraint a I g,(x) I b identifies an interval set surrounding the wavelet maxima at scale s.
We obtain the function gs(x) by first normalizing wavelet maxima and then applying the Mallat-Zhong reconstruction algorithm to the normalized maxima. More specifically, we normalize, at the abscissae xo of each wavelet maximum, the vector is the wavelet modulus of h(x), then the definition of h(x) implies that g,(q) = 1 for every wavelet maximum point ~0 of Ax).
As a result, the constraint 1 -E I gs(x) I 1 + E, for any E > 0, defines a neighborhood of the wavelet maxima surface at scale s. Let us briefly review the Mallat-Zhong reconstruchon algorithm and give some details of implementation. Suppose that the dyadic wavelettransfonnofflx), {f*yi,(x), f*yiJ(x),f*yiJ(x)}, has maxima at {xi I i E Z} . The goal of the reconstruction is to find a function h(x) satisfying the following conditions: 1) at each scale 2', the wavelet maxima of h(x) are located at 2) at each xi, h*yi, (xi) = f*yi, (xi) for 1 5 k S 3. {xi I i E Z}, and Define r to be the space of all function sequences such that g,"(x:) = f*yi,(xi) for any j , xi, and 1 5 k 2 3 . If V is the space of valid dyadic wavelet transforms of functions in L2(R3), then h(x) should lie in the intersection r n V. To find h(x), the reconstruction alternately projects to r and V, starting from any function sequence {(gw S,2(X)? g:(x))I j z] (see Fig. 3 ). The orthogonal projection to the space V can be done with an inverse wavelet transform followed by a forward wavelet transform-any dyadic wavelet transform is invariant under this orthogonal projection. As for the projection to r, it suffices to add piecewise exponontial functions to each gj(x) sothatforanyjand xi,g;(xi)= f*yiJ(x{)(lS k I 3 ) . P Fig. 3 . Alternate projections to spaces r and V.
Following Mallat and Zhong, we derive 3D derivative wavelets as tensor products of 1D wavelets. The Fourier transforms of the scaling function &x), the wavelet Hx), and the smoothing function @) may be The smoothing function e(x> is a Gaussian-like cubic spline, whereas the wavelet I & ) is a quadratic spline with compact support. This wavelet is from a class of wavelets that have fast wavelet transform [28] . Since our wavelet transforms compute only gradient information, we choose a quadratic spline with one vanishing moment to obtain a C' smooth convolution kernel and efficient implementation. To construct 3D wavelets, we define $(x) = $(x, y, z) = Vc42&2Y)2&2), $(x) = 2&Wwcy)2&W, and 3 < x > = 2&242&2y)ly(z). Since = y(x), we have
, and @(x) = 2&242&2y)8(z). The functions @(x), @(x), and @(x) are not equal, but they are numerically close enough to be considered as a single function e(x) in a first-order approximation [27] . The scaling function is &x) = &x)@y)&z).
Having defined the wavelets, we are ready to compute the discrete dyadic wavelet transform
In volume rendering, the functionflx) is given as N = n x n x n voxels; the theoretical framework described so far applies to continuous functions defined over R3. To treat discrete volumes of a finite extent, we (virtually) create a volume that is periodic with a period of 2n x 2n x 2n voxels and is symmetric with respect to the border of each 2n x 2n x 2n volume. In this periodic volume, we interpretate integrations (e.g., for convolutions and Fourier transforms) as summations. Like the functionf(x), each function in the discrete dyadic wavelet transform is represented as n x n x n voxels in a cubic grid. To detect local maxima of wavelet modulus, we quantize the vector [f* y i, (x), f* yi, (x), f * yi, (x) ] to 26 different directions, each corresponding to a neighbor in the cubic grid. A grid point is a local maximum if its wavelet modulus is greater than its neighbors along a quantized direction. Eden though the derivative wavelets do not form "tight frames" 1231, fast wavelet transforms following algorithms given in [27] run in O(N log N) time. Reconstructing a volume from its wavelet maxima usually take ten iterations for visually accurate results, with each iteration having time complexity of O(N log N) [27] . For large volumes, the alternate projections for constructing g,(x) may take too much time. When this happens, we can approximate
where E' > 0 and m,(x) is the wavelet modulus of f(x) at scale s. Because wavelet modulus usually descent quickly of their maxima, this approximation produces subvolumes similar to wavelet maxima "thick" surfaces. Of course, the approximation will miss regions with small wavelet modulus and result in losses of subtle details. 2) for two simplices of C, their intersection is a simplex in C.
Here 1) basically says that two touching simplices must be "properly joined" along a face, edge, etc. See [29] for various examples of not properly joined simplices. The underlying space la of a simplicial complex C is the union of all of its simplices. As an example, the Delaunay triangulation D(S) of an arbitrary point set S is a simplicial complex, whose underlying space is the convex hull conv(S) (those who wish to refresh their memory on Delaunay triangulations can find relevant definitions in the Appendix). A simplicial complex C can have a subcomplex C, which is a simplicial complex satisfying C c C.
A. Alpha Shapes
A family of subcomplexes of the Delaunay triangulation D(S) gives rise to a-shapes [3] . To define the a-shape family {Sa I 0 I a I =}, we first specify a family of subcomplexes of D ( S ) and then derive the a-shapes as the underlying spaces of C, and these subcomplexes. For a k-simplex AT (0 I k < 3), let the smallest circumsphere of AT be the smallest sphere OT that contains T (for experts: we use "OT contains T' to mean T c Orthis is different from OT enclosing r). The subcomplexes we specify are a-complexes { C, I 0 < a < CO}, where C, consists of the following simplices: 1) every simplex A T E D(S), such that the smallest circumsphere OT of AT has radius YT < a and there is no point of S in the open ball bounded by OT, and 2) the boundary simplices of the simplices described in 1).
Knowing the a-complexes, we define for each a (0 I a I CO), an a-shape Sa = ICJ Some examples from the a-shape family are So = S and S_ = conv(S).
The boundary of Ca is a subcomplex containing two types of faces: a face AT is regular if it bounds a tetrahedron in C,, and singular otherwise. The construction of a-shapes can identify the boundary faces and classify these faces as singular or regular [3].
B. Alpha Shape Construction
Is(a, b), we take three steps:
To construct an a-shape Sa approximating the interval set 1) sample Is(a, b) to obtain a set S of points, 2) build the Delaunay triangulation D(S), and 3) generate the a-complex C, whose underlying space IC4 Fig. 6 illustrates the construction of a simplicial approximation using a 2D example.
SAMPLING. In the set S, we fist include all data points {vVk I a 5 g& I b} . These points generally do not allow accurate reconstruction of the boundaries of the interval set &(a, b). We remedy this by adding points sampled on the isosurfaces Sa = { x I gs(x) = a} and Sb = { x I gs(x) = b } , where the function gS(x) is reconstructed with the trilinear interpolants to the available data values {glk} on each cell (recall our assumption on available data at the beginning of Section l V ) . For example, in the cell with vertices vooo and vlll, iJ,kc{OJ} is Sa.
The reconstructed function g, is continuous everywhere since for two cubic cells sharing a face, the trilinear interpolants on both cells reduce to the same bilinear function on the face. The continuity of gs(x) implies that every boundary point of &(a, b) belongs to either Sa or Sb. As is a typical practice in isosurface extraction (e.g., see [ 1 l]), we compute the intersection points of the cell edges with the isosurfaces Sa and Sb. These points are regarded as a sample of the boundaries of Is(a, 6 ) and added to S.
DELAUNAY TRIANGULATION. The Delaunay triangulation D(S)
can be built with randomized incremental flips, as is described in detail by Shah [30] . It is worthwhile to note that the points in the set S are not in "general position" (e.g., the corner vertices of a cubic cell include several groups of four coplanar vertices, see [3] for a full statement of the general-position assumption). Such points can be handled with the simulation of simplicity technique (SOS) of Edelsbrunner and Mucke [31] . Intuitively, SOS perturbs a degenerated point configuration infinitesimally to restore the general-position assumption.
CHOOSING ALPHA. With the Delaunay triangulation D(S), the main task in generating Sa becomes the selection of an a from which we can identify a member of the a-shape family {Sa I 0 5 a I CO}. In general, as a decreases, the bulky features of Sa is replaced by refined ones, thereby producing a shape that fits better to the points of S. However, as a falls below a threshold a-, the corresponding shape Sa starts to have cavities, which are undesirable since the entire interval set should be packed with tetrahedra. A possible method to find the threshold &,, is to first compute the a-shape family and then identify &,, by decreasing a while visualizing the corresponding a-shape. This method indeed works because the entire a-shape family (and their signatures, see the example below) can be efficiently computed [3]. However, the usual large sizes of scalar volumes make this approach rather cumbersome.
We describe a simple and efficient method for finding which in turn serves as a guide for choosing a . Consider the Delaunay triangulation of the eight corner vertices of a cubic cell with unit-length edges. As noted before, these vertices are not in general position. The application of SOS produces a Delaunay triangulation with either five or six tetrahedra, with the six tetrahedron case shown in the lower left of Fig. 7 . We refer to this triangulation, and the Delaunay triangulations obtained from it by permuting the vertices, as six-tetrahedron decompositions (note that there is no unique Delaunay triangulation in this case due to the violation of the general-position assumption). The a-shape family of a six-tetrahedron decomposition is simple. The fact that all tetrahedra use the sphere circumscribing the cubic cell as their smallest circumsphere implies that the a-shape Sa is the union of . .
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. = [0, 191 x [0, 191 x [0, 191. Fig. 8 illustrates the construction of an a-shape for the interval set Is(a, b ) with a = 30.5 and b = 32.0. Fig. 8a shows the set S of sampled points, whose Delaunay triangulation D(S) is found in Fig. 8b . The Delaunay triangulation is exploded to show its simplices. In Fig. 8c , we draw the a-shape that approximates IJa, b), and we explode the shape in Fig.   8d . When a falls below amin, the corresponding S, contains a large number of cavities, which are formed by singular faces of s, that do not bound any tetrahedra. Fig. 8e displays the singular faces of such an Sa-here we have chosen a different view point to better reveal the empty cubic cells.
To explore how S, changes with a near a,,,,,, (labeled as "min alpha" in Fig. Sf) , we compute the entire a-shape shape family, and draw the the volume and area signature curves of the family in Fig. 8f . The volume (area) signature describes how the volume (area) of S, changes with a, where the volume (area) of Sa is the sum of the volumes (areas) of all tetrahedra (boundary faces) of S,. Notice that at a = there is sharp decrease of the volume signature and increase of the area signature, reflecting the fact all the interior cells become empty as a falls below Q&. Notice also that both curves are slow varying in a range for a > %m This explains the insensitivity of S, to the value of E.
In summary, an interval set can be approximated by an ashape in the same manner as an isosurface is approximated by a polygon mesh. Since the sampled points of S are associated with function values, a straightforward linear interpolation of these values gives rise to a piecewise linear function that approximates the function f,(x) everywhere within the interval set.
v. DEPTH-SORT OF TETRAHEDRA Through tetrahedron projection, an a-shape can be rendered as RGBA clouds. Among the existing approaches for projecting tetrahedra, the algorithm of Max, Hanrahan, and Crawfis offers high accuracy [14] , while that of Shirley and Tuchman gains speed by taking advantage of the Gouroud-shading hardware [5] . Stein, Becker, and Max recently used texture mapping hardware to extend the Shirley-Tuchman algorithm, ameliorating Mach bands and eliminating the visual artifacts due to linear approximation of the nonlinear opacity effects [6] .
An essential step for tetrahedron projection is depth-sorting: the tetrahedra must be sorted with respect to the view point before they are projected onto the image plane in front-to-back or back-to-front order. For n tetrahedra without any adjacency information, Stein and co-workers described a method that sorts the tetrahedra in O(n2) time [6] . If these tetrahedra are adjacent and form a triangulation of a convex polyhedron, then a method of Williams does the sorting in O(n) time [32] (see also [4] ). Both methods assume that tetrahedra do not form cycles, such as three tetrahedra A, B, and C, with A in front of B, B in front of C, and C in front of A. In practice, cycles do occur.
An advantage of a-shapes is that their tetrahedra never form cycles, as was pointed out by Edelsbrunner [33] . In the following, we show that Edelsbrunner's work on acyclicity also provides the basis for a method that sorts the n tetrahedra of an a-shape in O(n log n) time. Note that the O(n) sorting methods such as that of Williams are not easily applicable to an a-shape because the shape may be concave or disconnected.
Let us first assume that the vertices of the a-shapes we sort are in general positions. To establish the acyclicity of a Delaunay triangulation D(S), Edelsbrunner uses a numerical function p(v, A,) = (v -c,) -r, , where CT and rT are the center and radius of the smallest circumsphere of A T . In the computational geometry community, (v -c , )~ -rT iS called the power distance from v to c~ [30] . For a viewing ray emanating from v, if the ray intersects in depth order a series of tetrahedra A q , . . . , ATk of D ( S ) , then the power distance increases along the ray, i.e. See [33] or [30] for a proof (Max et al. [4] also described a proof for the special case of two adjacent tetrahedra). Because of this property of power distances, a possible approach for sorting the tetrahedra of D(S) is to sort their power distances. For sorting all tetrahedra of 'D(S), power distances are not attractive because Max et al. have already given an elegant O(n) topological sort [4] . However, since the tetrahedra of S, form a subset of D(S), power-distance sorting extends naturally to any a-shape; topological sort does not. For our tetrahedral packing, sorting by power distances alone is not sufficient. This is because, as we mentioned earlier, the vertices of the tetrahedra are not in general positions. More precisely, each interior cubic cell is triangulated into five or six tetrahedra, all of which use the circumscribing sphere of the cube as their smallest circumsphere. As a result, the power distances from a view point to the tetrahedra in an interior cube are all equal. In other words, sorting by power distances leaves ambiguities between the tetrahedra within the interior cubes of interval sets.
p(v, AT). For the view point v and a tetrahedron A T E D(s),
We resolve these ambiguities by building a mini-DAG (direct acyclic graph) for each interior cubic cell. The nodes of the DAG are the tetrahedra in the cube. A directed arc is drawn from a tetrahedron A to another tetrahedron B if 1) A and B share a face F, and 2 ) A and the view point are on the same side of the plane
With such DAGs for all interior cubes, we can easily resolve the ambiguity in depth order (e.g., by a topological sort as in [4] ); the remaining issue is the efficient updates of the DAGs as the view point changes.
Let us examine the problem of updating the mini-DAGS in some detail. For each directed arc in each DAG, there is a corresponding plane equation-the equation separating the relevant tetrahedra. As the view point crosses the plane, the arc should reverse. A naive strategy for updating the DAGs would requires evaluating the plane equations of all arcs in all DAGs; we take a slightly different approach. For each arc, we associate with it a counter, which is initialized by evaluating the relevant plane equation. For subsequent updates of the counter, we observe that there are only finite many different orientations for the planes of all arcs. Thus we project the movement of the view point to these orientations and increment the counters accordingly. Whenever there is a sign change in a counter, we reverse the corresponding arc.
containing F.
VI. RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
We start by presenting a few examples from our experiments. In Figs. 9 and 10, we study a volume representing the wave function of a high-potential iron protein (HIPIP): Fig. 9 shows a critical subvolume at a coarse scale, and Fig. 10 at a fine one. As is expected, the same structures repeat at both scales, with more details at the fine scale. We rendered these multiscale interval sets through tetrahedral projection, using the sorting method described in the previous section. While triangulating the interval sets, we did not add the points sampled on the boundaries. When we add such points, interval sets have smoother, more accurate boundaries-this effect is par- ticularly noticeable in the example shown in Fig. 11 . In this example, we display the electron density of superoxide dismutase enzyme (SOD) by projecting the tetrahedra of the interval set that represents the volume "inside" an isosurface. As we zoom in on a small blob, we see that its enlargement mostly maintains a smooth appearance.
Multiscale interval sets not only provide hierarchical feature descriptions, but also facilitate user interactions by reducing the number of primitives to be rendered. For example, the 64 x 64 x 64 HIPIP volume decomposes into over 1.3 million tetrahedra with traditional tetrahedral projection method [ 5 ] ; the multiscale interval sets described above contain 32k and 36k tetrahedra only. These tetrahedra counts are hardmre-independent measures. See [34] for an answer to the question of how many tetrahedra can be projected interactively with different hardware configurations and variations of the traditional tetrahedral projection. Here we note that the reduction of tetrahedra comes at the expense of a relatively long process for generating these tetrahedra. An expensive computation in this process is the Delaunay triangulation, which requires time O(n2) for a point set of size n. For the HIPIP data set, the segmented subvolumes at each level contains roughly 7k points, and the Delaunay triangulation takes less than two minutes on an Silicon Graphics Indigo2 with benchmarks of 92 for SPEC 92 INT and 98 for SPEC 92 FP.
In summary, we find multiscale interval sets useful for achieving faster, more effective user interactions. Because the critical subvolumes are usually much smaller than the original volume, they can be rendered more quickly. The hierarchical nature of these subvolumes also make it easier to understand the usual complicated structures in volume data. We believe that the structure-based techniques are particularly promising for interactive volume exploration on low-end graphics hardware, including PC's. Of course, our techniques are intended to compliment, not to replace, the existing volume rendering methods that directly display the entire volume.
Our method has its limitations. Most importantly, the method is mainly effective for rendering scalar volumes as semi- transparent clouds. For data sets with many sharp discontinuities, such as the bone-tissue interfaces for the data set in Fig. 1 , our method performs poorly. This problem does not come from subvolume segmentations; it comes the use of tetrahedral projection, whose limitations are well addressed in [5] . Since data set with many sharp discontinuities are common place in important fields such as medicine, we are currently developing methods to render surfaces from this sort of data. A few topics in packing interval sets also remain to be explored. Our method for triangulating of interval sets can be generalized to allow hierarchical sampling of interval sets, i.e., sampling on cubes of different sizes. This generalization calls for the weighted a-shapes, which are embedded in regular triangulations rather than Delaunay triangulations [30] . Like a-shapes, weighted a-shapes enjoy acyclicity of their tetrahedra [33] .
On a different front, Edelsbrunner and Shah have presented a theoretical framework for triangulating arbitrary topological spaces (of which interval sets are special instances) using restricted Delaunay triangulations [30] . At present, their work mainly concerns the homotopy equivalence and homeomorphism between topological spaces and their triangulations. A promising avenue for further development is to design efficient algorithms for constructing triangulations in this theoretical framework. In particular, this approach may provide solution to the problem of constructing simplicial approximations for interval sets of scalar volumes defined on curvilinear and irregular lattice of voxels. There is a unique Delaunay triangulation D(S) if the points of S are in general position. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the vertices in S are jittered so that they are in general position. Suppose that D(S) is computed using incremental flips 131, [30] . The basic idea of this approach is to construct D ( S ) by incrementally adding new vertices, one at a time. Let 4 I i I n and let Df be a Delaunay triangulation of the first i vertices.
After adding the (i + 1)-vertex to Dr, we construct a Delaunay triangulation Df+l of the first i + 1 vertices by performing a sequence of local transformations calledflips [30] .
The purpose of the flips is to restore the local Delaunay property: a face is called locally Delaunay if for the two tetrahedra AT and AT that share the face, a vertex of AT lies outside the smallest circumsphere of AT. Note that a face belonging to only one tetrahedron is by default locally Delaunay. Also, a vertex of AT lies outside the smallest circumsphere of AT if and only if a vertex of AT lies outside the smallest circumsphere of AT.
After adding the (i + 1)th vertex v~+~, the incremental flip algorithm connects v,,~ to all faces of Dr that are visible from v,,~. This connection may produce faces that are not locally Delaunay, and flips are performed to restore the local Delaunay property. It is proven in [30] that if a flip is performed among a set U of five vertices (corresponding to two tetrahedra sharing a face that is not locally Delaunay), then the following statements hold:
outside the smallest circumsphere 0fAT. 1) v , +~ E U , and 2) Au-{vc+llis a tetrahedron of Dl and the flip removes it.
These statements imply that a tetrahedron AT of Df is not affected by the addition of v,+~ if v,+l lies outside the smallest circurnsphere of AT.
Having introduced the above concepts, we are ready to prove the local triangulation property. Let the set S consist of the sampled points obtained from an interval set ls(a, b) as described in Section 111. We can divide S into two subsets: one contains the grid vertices {vgk I a I g& 5 b } , the other the intersection vertices, which are the intersection points of the boundary of Is(a, b) and the cell edges of the scalar volume V.
We construct D(S) by adding the vertices from S incrementally. Suppose that we first add the eight corner vertices of an interior cell of ls (a, b) , obtaining a five-or six-tetrahedron decomposition, with all tetrahedra using the sphere circumscribing the cell as their smallest circumspheres. When another grid vertex is added later, it must lie out side all these smallest circumspheres, hence not affecting the five-or six-tetrahedron decomposition. This argument applies to all interior cells, which means that we can have all interior cells packed with five-or six-tetrahedron decomposition.
NQW we continue the process by adding the intersection vertices, as is shown in Fig. 12 . Suppose that we are adding an intersection vertex on an edge of a boundary cell. Consider the smallest circumspheres of the tetrahedra within any interior cell adjacent to this boundary cell. The vertex we add must lie outside all these circumspheres, hence not affecting the triangulation of the interior cell. This argument applies to all intersection vertices. Consequently, the five-or six-tetrahedron decompositions of the interior cells will stay part of the final Delaunay triangulation D(S). 
